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We consider the following bilinear parabolic optimal control problem: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There has been a wide range of research on finite element approximation of elliptic optimal control problems. For finite element solving linear and semilinear elliptic control problems, a priori error estimates were investigated in \[[@CR1]\] and \[[@CR2]\], and superconvergence were established in \[[@CR3]\] and \[[@CR4]\], respectively. Yang et al. \[[@CR5]\] obtained the superconvergence of finite element approximation of bilinear elliptic control problems. In addition, some similar results of mixed finite element approximation for linear elliptic control problems can be found in \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\].

In recent years, there are a lot of related works on finite element approximation of parabolic optimal control problems, mostly focused on linear or semilinear cases. A priori error estimates of space-time finite element and standard finite element approximation for linear parabolic control problem were derived in \[[@CR8]\] and \[[@CR9]\]. The superconvergence of variational discretization and standard finite element approximation for semilinear parabolic control problem can be found in \[[@CR10]\] and \[[@CR11]\], respectively.

As far as we know, there has been little work done on bilinear parabolic control problems. In this paper, we purpose to obtain the superconvergence properties of semidiscrete finite element method for bilinear parabolic optimal control problems.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A semidiscrete finite element approximation of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})-([1.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) is presented in Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Some important intermediate variables and their error estimates are introduced in Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, a priori error estimates of the approximation scheme are derived. In Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, the superconvergence between projections of the exact solutions and the finite element solutions is obtained. A numerical example is presented to illustrate our theoretical results in the last section.

A semidiscrete finite element approximation {#Sec2}
===========================================
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Lemma 2.1 {#FPar1}
---------
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Error estimates of intermediate variables {#Sec3}
=========================================

In this section, we introduce some important intermediate variables and derive some related error estimates. For all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We define an elliptic projection operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following lemmas are very important for a priori error estimates and superconvergence analysis.

Lemma 3.1 {#FPar3}
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Proof {#FPar4}
-----
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Proof {#FPar6}
-----
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\upsilon,\omega\in K$\end{document}$, it is clear that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]&\bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(y(\upsilon)-y(\omega)\bigr),w\bigr)+a\bigl(y(\upsilon )-y(\omega),w\bigr)+ \bigl(\upsilon\bigl(y(\upsilon)-y(\omega)\bigr),w\bigr) \\ &\quad=\bigl(\omega-\upsilon,wy(\omega)\bigr), \quad\forall w\in W,t\in J, \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& y(\upsilon) (0,x)-y(\omega) (0,x)=0, \quad\forall x\in\Omega , \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]&{-}\bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(p(\upsilon)-p(\omega)\bigr),q\bigr)+a\bigl(p(\upsilon )-p(\omega),q\bigr)+ \bigl(\upsilon\bigl(p(\upsilon)-p(\omega)\bigr),q\bigr) \\ &\quad=\bigl(y(\upsilon)-y(\omega),q\bigr)+\bigl(\omega-\upsilon,q p(\omega)\bigr), \quad\forall q\in W,t\in J, \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& p(\upsilon) (T,x)-p(\omega) (T,x)=0, \quad\forall x\in\Omega . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Inequalities ([3.22](#Equ45){ref-type=""}) and ([3.23](#Equ46){ref-type=""}) follow from the regularity estimates of ([3.26](#Equ49){ref-type=""})-([3.27](#Equ50){ref-type=""}) and ([3.28](#Equ51){ref-type=""})-([3.29](#Equ52){ref-type=""}), respectively. Analogously, we can derive ([3.24](#Equ47){ref-type=""}) and ([3.25](#Equ48){ref-type=""}). □

Lemma 3.3 {#FPar7}
---------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$(y,p,u)$\end{document}$ *be the solution of* ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). *Assume that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$u\in L^{2}(H^{1})$\end{document}$. *We have* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \big\| y_{h}(Q_{h}u)-y_{h}(u)\big\| _{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+ \big\| y_{h}(Q_{h}u)-y_{h}(u)\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq Ch^{2}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \big\| p_{h}(Q_{h}u)-p_{h}(u)\big\| _{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+ \big\| p_{h}(Q_{h}u)-p_{h}(u)\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq Ch^{2}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar8}
-----

It follows from ([3.12](#Equ35){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \|Q_{h}u-u\|_{L^{2}(H^{-1})}\leq Ch^{2}\|u \|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\upsilon=Q_{h}u$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\omega=u$\end{document}$ in ([3.24](#Equ47){ref-type=""})-([3.25](#Equ48){ref-type=""}), we obtain ([3.30](#Equ53){ref-type=""})-([3.31](#Equ54){ref-type=""}). □

Lemma 3.4 {#FPar9}
---------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$(y(v),p(v))$\end{document}$ *be the solution of* ([3.5](#Equ28){ref-type=""})-([3.8](#Equ31){ref-type=""}) *with* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$v\in K$\end{document}$. *Suppose that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$y(v),p(v)\in H^{1}(H^{2})$\end{document}$. *Then the following estimates hold*: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \big\| R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)\big\| _{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+ \big\| R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq Ch^{2}, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \big\| R_{h}p(v)-p_{h}(v)\big\| _{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+ \big\| R_{h}p(v)-p_{h}(v)\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq Ch^{2}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar10}
-----

It follows from the definition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$R_{h}$\end{document}$ and ([3.1](#Equ24){ref-type=""})-([3.8](#Equ31){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]& \bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(y(v)-y_{h}(v)\bigr),w_{h} \bigr)+a \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v),w_{h} \bigr)+\bigl(v \bigl(y(v)-y_{h}(v)\bigr),w_{h}\bigr)=0, \\ &\quad\forall w_{h}\in W_{h}, t\in J, \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& y(v) (0,x)-y_{h}(v) (0,x)=y_{0}(x)-y_{0}^{h}(x), \quad\forall x\in\Omega , \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]&{-} \bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(p(v)-p_{h}(v)\bigr),q_{h} \bigr)+a \bigl(q_{h},R_{h}p(v)-p_{h}(v) \bigr)+\bigl(v \bigl(p(v)-p_{h}(v)\bigr),q_{h}\bigr) \\ &\quad= \bigl(y(v)-y_{h}(v),q_{h} \bigr), \quad\forall q_{h}\in W_{h}, t\in J, \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& p(v) (T,x)-p(v)_{h}(T,x)=0, \quad\forall x\in \Omega. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$w_{h}=R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)$\end{document}$ in ([3.35](#Equ58){ref-type=""}). From Hölder's inequality, Young's inequality with *ϵ*, and ([3.11](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) we derive $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} [b]&\frac{1}{2}\frac{d}{dt} \bigl(\big\| R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)\big\| ^{2}\bigr)+c \big\| R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)\big\| _{1}^{2} \\ &\quad\leq \bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v) \bigr),R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v) \bigr)+a \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v),R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v) \bigr) \\ &\qquad+\bigl(v \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v)\bigr),R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v) \bigr) \\ &\quad= \bigl(\partial_{t} \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y(v) \bigr),R_{h} y(v)-y_{h}(v) \bigr)+\bigl(v \bigl(R_{h}y(v)-y(v)\bigr),R_{h} y(v)-y_{h}(v)\bigr) \\ &\quad\leq C(\epsilon)h^{2}\big\| \partial_{t} y(v) \big\| _{2}^{2}+C(\epsilon)h^{2}\big\| y(v)\big\| _{2}^{2}+2\epsilon\big\| R_{h}y(v)-y_{h}(v) \big\| ^{2}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Note that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} R_{h}y(v) (0,x)-y_{h}(v) (0,x)=0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Estimate ([3.33](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) follows from ([3.39](#Equ62){ref-type=""}) and Gronwall's inequality. Similarly, we can obtain ([3.34](#Equ57){ref-type=""}). □

A priori error estimates {#Sec4}
========================

In this section, we derive a priori error estimates of the approximation scheme ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}). For ease of exposition, we set $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} &J(u)= \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(\|y-y_{d} \|^{2}+\|u\|^{2} \bigr)\,dt, \\ &J_{h}(u_{h})= \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(\|y_{h}-y_{d} \|^{2}+\|u_{h}\|^{2} \bigr)\,dt. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ It is easy to show that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl(J^{\prime}(u),v\bigr)= \int_{0}^{T}(u-y p,v)\,dt, \\& \bigl(J_{h}^{\prime}(u_{h}),v\bigr)= \int_{0}^{T}(u_{h}-y_{h}p_{h},v)\,dt. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ As in \[[@CR15]\], we assume that there exist neighborhoods of the exact solution *u* or of the approximation solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$u_{h}$\end{document}$ in *K* and a constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$c_{0}>0$\end{document}$ such that, for any *v* or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$v_{h}$\end{document}$ in this neighborhood, the objective functional satisfies the following convexity conditions: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& c_{0}\|v-u\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}\leq\bigl(J^{\prime}(v)-J^{\prime}(u),v-u \bigr), \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& c_{0}\|v_{h}-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \leq\bigl(J_{h}^{\prime}(v_{h})-J_{h}^{\prime}(u_{h}),v_{h}-u_{h}\bigr). \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Theorem 4.1 {#FPar11}
-----------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$(y,p,u)$\end{document}$ *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$(y_{h},p_{h},u_{h})$\end{document}$ *be the solutions of* ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) *and* ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}). *Suppose that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$y,p\in H^{1}(L^{2})\cap L^{2}(H^{1})$\end{document}$. *Then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \|u-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}\leq C h, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \|y-y_{h}\|_{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+\|y-y_{h}\|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq C h, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \|p-p_{h}\|_{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+\|p-p_{h}\|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq C h. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar12}
-----

It follows from ([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}), ([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}), ([3.10](#Equ33){ref-type=""}), and ([4.1](#Equ64){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b]&c_{0}\|u-u_{h} \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \\ &\quad\leq \bigl(J^{\prime}(u)-J^{\prime}(u_{h}),u-u_{h} \bigr) \\ &\quad= \int_{0}^{T}(u-y p,u-u_{h})\,dt- \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(u_{h}-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),u-u_{h} \bigr)\,dt \\ &\quad\leq \int_{0}^{T}\bigl[(y p,u-u_{h})+(y_{h}p_{h},u_{h}-u)\\ &\qquad+(u_{h}-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h} u-u)-\bigl(y p-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),u-u_{h}\bigr) \bigr]\,dt \\ &\quad= \int_{0}^{T}\bigl[(u_{h}-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h} u-u)+\bigl(y_{h}p_{h}-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),u_{h}-u \bigr)\bigr]\,dt \\ &\quad= \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(y p-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),Q_{h} u-u\bigr)\,dt+ \int _{0}^{T}\bigl(y(u_{h})p(u_{h})-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h} u-u\bigr)\,dt \\ &\qquad+ \int_{0}^{T}(y p,u-Q_{h} u)\,dt+ \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(y_{h}p_{h}-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),u_{h}-u \bigr)\,dt \\ &\quad:=I_{1}+I_{2}+I_{3}+I_{4}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ For the first term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{1}$\end{document}$, by the embedding inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
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                \begin{document}$\|v\| _{L^{4}(\Omega)}\leq C\|v\|_{H^{1}(\Omega)}$\end{document}$ and Young's inequality with *ϵ* we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} [b]I_{1}={}& \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(y p-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),Q_{h} u-u\bigr)\,dt \\ \leq{}&C(\epsilon)\|Q_{h} u-u\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}+\epsilon C \big\| y(u)-y(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+\epsilon C \big\| p(u)-p(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ By Hölder's inequality and the embedding inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\|v\| _{L^{4}(\Omega)}\leq C\|v\|_{H^{1}(\Omega)}$\end{document}$ we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] I_{2}={}& \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(y(u_{h})p(u_{h})-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h} u-u\bigr)\,dt \\ \leq{}&C \bigl(\|Q_{h} u-u\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}+ \big\| y_{h}-y(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+\big\| p_{h}-p(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2} \bigr) , \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ and the third term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{3}$\end{document}$ can be estimates as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] I_{3}={}& \int_{0}^{T}(y p,u-Q_{h} u)\,dt \\ ={}& \int_{0}^{T}(y p-Q_{h} y Q_{h} p,u-Q_{h} u)\,dt \\ \leq{}&C \bigl(\|y-Q_{h} y\|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+ \|p-Q_{h} p\|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+\|Q_{h} u-u \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \bigr). \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Applying Hölder's inequality, the embedding inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\|v\| _{L^{4}(\Omega)}\leq C\|v\|_{H^{1}(\Omega)}$\end{document}$, and Young's inequality with *ϵ* to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{4}$\end{document}$, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] I_{4}={}& \int_{0}^{T}\bigl(y_{h}p_{h}-y(u_{h})p(u_{h}),u_{h}-u \bigr)\,dt \\ \leq{}&C(\epsilon) \bigl(\big\| y_{h}-y(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+ \big\| p_{h}-p(u_{h})\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2} \bigr)+ \epsilon\|u-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ According to ([3.12](#Equ35){ref-type=""}), Lemmas [3.1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}-[3.2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, and ([4.6](#Equ69){ref-type=""})-([4.10](#Equ73){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \|u-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}\leq C h. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ From ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.5](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) and ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.14](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl(\partial_{t} (y-y_{h}),w_{h} \bigr)+a(y-y_{h},w_{h})+(u y-u_{h} y_{h},w_{h})=0, \quad\forall w_{h}\in W_{h},t\in J, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& y(0,x)-y_{h}(0,x)=y_{0}(x)-R_{h} y_{0}(x), \quad\forall x\in\Omega. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Letting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$w_{h}=R_{h}y-y_{h}$\end{document}$ in ([4.12](#Equ75){ref-type=""}), we get, for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] &\bigl(\partial_{t} (y-y_{h}),y-y_{h}\bigr)+a(y-y_{h},y-y_{h})+ \bigl(u(y-y_{h}),y-y_{h}\bigr) \\ &\quad=\bigl(\partial_{t} (y-y_{h}),y-R_{h} y \bigr)+a(y-y_{h},y-R_{h} y)+\bigl(y_{h}(u_{h}-u),y-y_{h} \bigr) \\ &\qquad+\bigl(u(y-y_{h}),y-R_{h} y\bigr)+\bigl(y_{h}(u-u_{h}),y-R_{h} y\bigr). \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ From ([3.11](#Equ34){ref-type=""}), ([4.3](#Equ66){ref-type=""}), ([4.14](#Equ77){ref-type=""}), Young's inequality with *ϵ*, and Gronwall's inequality we derive ([4.4](#Equ67){ref-type=""}). It is paralleled to get ([4.5](#Equ68){ref-type=""}). □

Superconvergence analysis {#Sec5}
=========================

In this section, we derive the superconvergence between projections of the exact solutions and approximation solutions. Let *u* be the solutions of ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). For a fixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$0\leq {t^{*}\leq T}$\end{document}$), we divide Ω into the following subsets: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} &\Omega^{+}= \Bigl\{ \bigcup\tau : \tau\subset\Omega, a< u\bigl(t^{*},\cdot\bigr)< b \Bigr\} , \\ &\Omega^{0}= \Bigl\{ \bigcup\tau : \tau\subset\Omega, u\bigl(t^{*},\cdot \bigr)\big|_{\tau}=a \mbox{ or } u\bigl(t^{*},\cdot \bigr)\big|_{\tau}=b \Bigr\} , \\ &\Omega^{-}=\Omega\setminus \bigl(\Omega^{+}\cup\Omega^{0} \bigr). \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ It is easy to see that these three subsets do not intersect with each other and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$\Omega=\bar{\Omega}^{+}\cup\bar{\Omega}^{0}\cup \bar{\Omega}^{-}$\end{document}$. We assume that *u* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal{T}_{h}$\end{document}$ are regular such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\operatorname{meas} (\Omega^{-} )\leq Ch$\end{document}$ (see, e.g., \[[@CR8]\]).

Theorem 5.1 {#FPar13}
-----------

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$(y_{h},p_{h},u_{h})$\end{document}$ *be the solutions of* ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) *and* ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}), *respectively*. *Assume that all the conditions in Lemmas* [3.1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}-[3.4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} *are valid and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$y,p\in L^{2}(L^{\infty})$\end{document}$. *Moreover*, *we suppose that the exact control*, *state*, *and costate solutions satisfy* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \|Q_{h}u-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}\leq Ch^{\frac{3}{2}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar14}
-----

Letting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$v_{h}=Q_{h}u$\end{document}$ in ([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}), we obtain the inequality $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \int_{0}^{T}(u_{h}-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h}u-u_{h})\,dt \geq0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ It follows from the definition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Q_{h}$\end{document}$, ([4.2](#Equ65){ref-type=""}), and ([5.1](#Equ78){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] &c_{0}\|Q_{h}u-u_{h} \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \\ &\quad\leq \bigl(J_{h}^{\prime}(Q_{h}u)-J_{h}^{\prime}(u_{h}),Q_{h}u-u_{h} \bigr) \\ &\quad= \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(Q_{h}u-y_{h}(Q_{h}u)p_{h}(Q_{h}u),Q_{h}u-u_{h} \bigr)\,dt- \int _{0}^{T} (u_{h}-y_{h}p_{h},Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dt \\ &\quad\leq \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(u-y_{h}(Q_{h}u)p_{h}(Q_{h}u),Q_{h}u-u_{h} \bigr)\,dt \\ &\quad= \int_{0}^{T} (u-yp,Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dt+ \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(y_{h}(u)p_{h}(u)-y_{h}(Q_{h}u)p_{h}(Q_{h}u),Q_{h}u-u_{h} \bigr)\,dt \\ &\qquad+ \int_{0}^{T} \bigl(R_{h}yR_{h}p-y_{h}(u)p_{h}(u),Q_{h}u-u_{h} \bigr)\,dt+ \int _{0}^{T} (yp-R_{h}yR_{h}p,Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dt \\ &\quad=:I_{1}+I_{2}+I_{3}+I_{4}. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ For the first term, at time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$0\leq t^{*}\leq T$\end{document}$), we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} (u-yp,Q_{h}u-u_{h} )= \biggl( \int_{\Omega^{+}}+ \int_{\Omega ^{0}}+ \int_{\Omega^{-}} \biggr) (u-yp ) (Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dx \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} (Q_{h}u-u )|_{\Omega^{0}}=0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ From ([2.9](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) we get $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} (u-yp )|_{\Omega^{+}}=0. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Hence, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] I_{1}={}& \int_{0}^{T} \int_{\Omega^{-}} (u-yp ) (Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dx\,dt \\ ={}& \int_{0}^{T} \int_{\Omega^{-}} \bigl( (u-yp )-Q_{h} (u-yp ) \bigr) (Q_{h}u-u_{h} )\,dx\,dt \\ \leq{}&Ch^{2} \int_{0}^{T}\|u-yp\|_{1,\Omega^{-}}\|u \|_{1,\Omega^{-}}\,dt \\ \leq{}&Ch^{2} \int_{0}^{T}\|u-yp\|_{W^{1,\infty}}\|u \|_{W^{1,\infty}}\cdot \operatorname{meas}\bigl(\Omega^{-}\bigr)\,dt \\ \leq{}&Ch^{3} \bigl(\|u-yp\|_{L^{2}(W^{1,\infty})}^{2}+\|u \|_{L^{2}(W^{1,\infty })}^{2} \bigr). \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ By using Hölder's inequalty, the embedding inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] I_{2}\leq{}& C(\epsilon) \bigl(\big\| y_{h}(u)-y_{h}(Q_{h}u) \big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+\big\| p_{h}(u)-p_{h}(Q_{h}u) \big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2} \bigr)\\ &+\epsilon\|Q_{h}u-u_{h} \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ and $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{3}\leq C(\epsilon) \bigl(\big\| R_{h}y-y_{h}(u) \big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2}+\big\| R_{h}p-p_{h}(u)\big\| _{L^{2}(H^{1})}^{2} \bigr)+\epsilon\|Q_{h}u-u_{h} \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ In addition, noting that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} I_{4}\leq C(\epsilon) \bigl(\|R_{h}y-y \|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}+\|R_{h}p-p\| _{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2} \bigr)+\epsilon\|Q_{h}u-u_{h}\|_{L^{2}(L^{2})}^{2}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ It follows from ([5.3](#Equ80){ref-type=""})-([5.8](#Equ85){ref-type=""}), ([3.11](#Equ34){ref-type=""}), and Lemmas [3.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}-[3.4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} that ([5.1](#Equ78){ref-type=""}) holds for small enough *ϵ*. □

Theorem 5.2 {#FPar15}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$(y_{h},p_{h},u_{h})$\end{document}$ *be the solutions of* ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.8](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) *and* ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.17](#Equ21){ref-type=""}), *respectively*. *Assume that all the conditions in Theorem* [5.1](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} *are valid*. *Then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \|p_{h}-R_{h}p\|_{L^{\infty}(L^{2})}+\|p_{h}-R_{h}p \|_{L^{2}(H^{1})}\leq Ch^{\frac {3}{2}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar16}
-----

From the definition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R_{h}$\end{document}$, ([2.4](#Equ8){ref-type=""})-([2.7](#Equ11){ref-type=""}), and ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""})-([2.16](#Equ20){ref-type=""}), for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]&\bigl(\partial_{t} (y_{h}-R_{h}y ),w_{h}\bigr)+a(y_{h}-R_{h}y,w_{h})+ \bigl(u (y_{h}-R_{h}y ),w_{h}\bigr) \\ &\quad=\bigl(\partial_{t} (y-R_{h}y ),w_{h}\bigr)+ \bigl(u(y-R_{h}y),w_{h}\bigr)\\ &\qquad+\bigl(y_{h}(u-Q_{h}u),w_{h} \bigr)+\bigl(y_{h}(Q_{h}u-u_{h}),w_{h} \bigr), \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& y_{h}(0,x)-R_{h}y(0,x)=0, \quad\forall x\in \Omega, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \begin{aligned}[b]&{-}\bigl(\partial_{t} (p_{h}-R_{h}p ),q_{h}\bigr)+a(q_{h},p_{h}-R_{h}p)+ \bigl(u (p_{h}-R_{h}p ),q_{h}\bigr) \\ &\quad=-\bigl(\partial_{t} (p- R_{h}p ),q_{h}\bigr)+ \bigl(u (p-R_{h}p ),q_{h}\bigr)+\bigl(p_{h} (u-u_{h} ),q_{h}\bigr)+(y_{h}-R_{h}y,q_{h}), \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& p_{h}(T,x)-R_{h}p(T,x)=0, \quad\forall x\in \Omega. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Hence, letting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$w_{h}=y_{h}-R_{h}y$\end{document}$ in ([5.11](#Equ88){ref-type=""}), ([5.9](#Equ86){ref-type=""}) follows from ([5.11](#Equ88){ref-type=""})-([5.12](#Equ89){ref-type=""}), Hölder's inequality, Young's inequality, Gronwall's inequality, ([3.11](#Equ34){ref-type=""}), and ([5.1](#Equ78){ref-type=""}). Inequality ([5.10](#Equ87){ref-type=""}) can be similarly derived. □

Numerical experiment {#Sec6}
====================

In this section, we present a numerical example to validate our superconvergence results. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By using the backward Euler scheme to approximate the time derivative, we introduce the following fully discrete approximation scheme: find $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& \bigl(d_{t}y_{h}^{n},w_{h} \bigr)+a \bigl(y_{h}^{n},w_{h} \bigr)+\bigl(u_{h}^{n}y_{h}^{n},w_{h} \bigr)= \bigl(f^{n},w_{h} \bigr), \quad\forall w_{h}\in W_{h}, n=1,2,\ldots,N, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 1 {#FPar17}
---------
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                \begin{document}$t=0.5$\end{document}$ in Example [1](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

Although there has been extensive research on a priori error estimates and superconvergence of finite element methods for various optimal control problems, it mostly focused on linear or semilinear elliptic cases (see, e.g., \[[@CR2]--[@CR4], [@CR6]\]). In recent years, there have been considerable related results for finite element approximation of linear or semilinear parabolic optimal control problems (see, e.g., \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\]). Although bilinear optimal control problems are frequently met in applications, they are much more difficult to handle in comparison to linear or semilinear cases. There is little work on bilinear optimal control problems. Recently, Yang et al. \[[@CR5]\] investigated a priori error estimates and superconvergence of finite element methods for bilinear elliptic optimal control problems. Hence, our results on bilinear parabolic optimal control problems are new.
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